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Nokenchain is a decentralized firm aiming to support all players in the economy who 

will be impacted by the Blockchain : individuals, companies, non-profit organizations 

and institutions.

Today, we already know many sectors that are undergoing rapid change such as 

health, finance, real estate, banking, insurance, etc.

Nokenchain is an ecosystem of inventors, investors and entrepreneurs of tomorrow.



The Nokenchain ecosystem was designed to be built 

like the Blockchain - that is to say decentralized, 

fast, secure and transparent.

The dematerialized aspect of Nokenchain will then 

take on its full meaning, that is to say through 

human exchanges without which life would have no 

meaning.
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NOKNs

NOKNs are Waves tokens whose rewards are accessible by purchasing a "Stablenode 

(Sn)". This token allows access to Nokenchain offers at a preferential rate.

The total number of nokencoins is 210 million.

Acquiring a NOKN Stablenode then allows you to acquire stablenodes from major 

cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin (BTC) or ethereum (ETH).

Nokenchain's stablenodes protect the value of your collateral in US dollars with 

rewards distributed weekly.



Safeguarded capital, cryptocurrency rewards

Acquisition
of a stablenode

100, 500, 1000,
5000, 10000

Send your Waves 
address to 

Nokenchain

Waves Exchange
on iOS or Android 

smartphones

Receive rewards 
every week

Rewards
4% to 12.50% per year

STABLENODES



WHAT WE OFFER

We support you throughout your 

project, from fundraising to 

marketing, depending on the 

needs and necessity of your 

tokenization or blockchain project.

Advice Creation

With Nokenchain, you can create 

tokens or blockchains for all your 

projects. We advise you in 

choosing the appropriate 

blockchain or token.
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A STRATEGIC CHOICE

Ideal for an ecosystem. Perfect 

for large-scale globalized 

projects according to the needs 

in terms of security, speed and 

efficiency.

Blockchain Tokenization

Great for representing a 

product, service, coupon, or 

recognition of something. It can 

also be a share of property or a 

right to vote.
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TOKENS FUNCTIONS

It is a digital token allowing the 

investor to pre-order a product 

or service and / or get a 

discount.

Utility token Security Token
Here the usage is different. It 

corresponds to a share of 

ownership and allows the 

distribution of dividends or 

voting rights.

and / or

Among utility and security tokens, there are fungible (divisible) and non-fungible tokens. 
It depends on how you think about the tokenized object or service.



QUESTIONS

Who will use it ?

When is it going to be used ?

Where will it be used ?

My token
will represent an object
or a share of property ?

A right to vote?

What
consequences ?



PROJECT

YOU

START NOW !

Knowledge

IDEA

Beliefs

T0 T1
1 week to 1 month

ACTION !YOU
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VOUS

GETTING STARTED !

PROJET
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START

AND / OR

3 to 6 months

T3

CROWFUNDING $

3 to 9 months

T4

Imperative creation before 
communication (cybersquatting)



IMPORTANT LEVERS
For your needs in the search for investors, notoriety in the 
blockchain universe or visibility on social networks, Nokenchain 
offers various blockchain marketing packages.

ELITEMEDIUMBASIC

Search for investors

Press release
in 40 news media

Social networks boost



Listing on 50 ICO sites

Bounty campaign

Telegram management

An interview and / or brand 
mention on crypto media

Airdrop campaign with 24/7 
management

An interview or brand mention 
on a known premium media
(Forbes, Reuters, Nasdaq,…)
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